
VICIOUS
A  TA L E  OF  SW E E T R E V E N G E



Vicious is a unique psychological thriller about a beautiful 
young broadway singer turned ruthless vigilante- blazing 

a path to revenge in a desperate attempt to save her 
sanity.  At once terrifying and electrifying, think Kill Bill 

meets Seven in the dark underbelly of Broadway.  Told in 
a mind-bending nonlinear format, Vicious takes an 
unflinching look at violence through the lens of an 

intoxicating and desperate hero. 

SYNOPSIS



ALEX Beautiful, Intelligent, innocent, 
and a fundamentally happy 
person. Not entirely naive but 
believes the good in people. 
Her career and advancement 
largely unsuccessful...but her 
soul is in tact. As she hardens 
herself against fear and the evil 
that’s cracked open her world 
view, she becomes more 
forceful, and in some ways, 
more successful...  
as she retreats further into the 
darkness.  In the end she has a 
singular, joyless focus - 
revenge. 

POSSIBLE CAST - Shannyn 
Sossoman -The Rules of Attraction, 
Sleepy Hollow

CLEMENCE POESY - In Bruges, 
Harry Potter, Genius



A new kind of 
hero...

“Something about
the outfit?”

A new set of 
rules...

And a terrifying 
secret.



NICO Raffish and positive, Nico 
makes everyone around him 
feel good.  
 Much has come easy in his 
life as a result of this likability. 
He’s got his vices... but he’s so 
warm and true that we look 
past them. All of this makes it 
much more difficult to handle 
when things start going wrong. 
He doesn’t understand why he 
can’t reach Alex... why she’s 
driving him away... why she’s 
suddenly closed off to him. It 
seeps into him... and damages 
him deeply.  And when he 
discovers the truth... he sets out

 
on a quest of his own.

  

hardens herself against fear and the evil that’s cracked open her world view, she becomes more forceful,
and in some ways, more successful… but she withdraws, and her joy is gone.

Potential Casting Options  Shannyn Sossoman, Alexandra Chelaru

Nico

Raffish and positive, Nico makes everyone around him feel good. Though he does and always has
worked very hard, much has come easy in his life as a result of this likability. He’s got his vices… but he’s
so warm and true that we look past them. All of this makes it much more difficult to handle when things
start going wrong. He doesn’t understand why he can’t reach Alex… why she’s driving him away… why
she’s suddenly closed off to him. It seeps into him… and damages him deeply. He perceives it as a
fundamental flaw in himself that he can’t reach her. And when he discovers the truth… the she didn’t feel
confident telling him.

Potential Casting Options  Manolo Cardona (think Gael Garcia Barnal or Diego Luna)

Apollo

Die

POSSIBLE CAST - Adrian Ganier -
Entourage, The Devil Wears Prada

Diego Luna - Narcos, Elysium



APOLLO

hardens herself against fear and the evil that’s cracked open her world view, she becomes more forceful,
and in some ways, more successful… but she withdraws, and her joy is gone.

Potential Casting Options  Shannyn Sossoman, Alexandra Chelaru

Nico

Raffish and positive, Nico makes everyone around him feel good. Though he does and always has
worked very hard, much has come easy in his life as a result of this likability. He’s got his vices… but he’s
so warm and true that we look past them. All of this makes it much more difficult to handle when things
start going wrong. He doesn’t understand why he can’t reach Alex… why she’s driving him away… why
she’s suddenly closed off to him. It seeps into him… and damages him deeply. He perceives it as a
fundamental flaw in himself that he can’t reach her. And when he discovers the truth… the she didn’t feel
confident telling him.

Potential Casting Options  Manolo Cardona (think Gael Garcia Barnal or Diego Luna)

Apollo
Has never had what you would 
call a normal life. Abuse in a 
small town is one thing... but 
somehow when he moves into 
the city, something turns in him. 
Something clicks off and a new 
set of rules settle in. He isn’t 
quite right anymore, and never 
again. He’s bound to a charge 
of his own creation, which he 
believes is the key to his power. 
In short  he has to pass on the 
pain he lives with to purge it 
from himself.

hardens herself against fear and the evil that’s cracked open her world view, she becomes more forceful,
and in some ways, more successful… but she withdraws, and her joy is gone.

Potential Casting Options  Shannyn Sossoman, Alexandra Chelaru

Nico

Raffish and positive, Nico makes everyone around him feel good. Though he does and always has
worked very hard, much has come easy in his life as a result of this likability. He’s got his vices… but he’s
so warm and true that we look past them. All of this makes it much more difficult to handle when things
start going wrong. He doesn’t understand why he can’t reach Alex… why she’s driving him away… why
she’s suddenly closed off to him. It seeps into him… and damages him deeply. He perceives it as a
fundamental flaw in himself that he can’t reach her. And when he discovers the truth… the she didn’t feel
confident telling him.

Potential Casting Options  Manolo Cardona (think Gael Garcia Barnal or Diego Luna)

Apollo

hardens herself against fear and the evil that’s cracked open her world view, she becomes more forceful,
and in some ways, more successful… but she withdraws, and her joy is gone.

Potential Casting Options  Shannyn Sossoman, Alexandra Chelaru

Nico

Raffish and positive, Nico makes everyone around him feel good. Though he does and always has
worked very hard, much has come easy in his life as a result of this likability. He’s got his vices… but he’s
so warm and true that we look past them. All of this makes it much more difficult to handle when things
start going wrong. He doesn’t understand why he can’t reach Alex… why she’s driving him away… why
she’s suddenly closed off to him. It seeps into him… and damages him deeply. He perceives it as a
fundamental flaw in himself that he can’t reach her. And when he discovers the truth… the she didn’t feel
confident telling him.

Potential Casting Options  Manolo Cardona (think Gael Garcia Barnal or Diego Luna)

Apollo

hardens herself against fear and the evil that’s cracked open her world view, she becomes more forceful,
and in some ways, more successful… but she withdraws, and her joy is gone.

Potential Casting Options  Shannyn Sossoman, Alexandra Chelaru

Nico

Raffish and positive, Nico makes everyone around him feel good. Though he does and always has
worked very hard, much has come easy in his life as a result of this likability. He’s got his vices… but he’s
so warm and true that we look past them. All of this makes it much more difficult to handle when things
start going wrong. He doesn’t understand why he can’t reach Alex… why she’s driving him away… why
she’s suddenly closed off to him. It seeps into him… and damages him deeply. He perceives it as a
fundamental flaw in himself that he can’t reach her. And when he discovers the truth… the she didn’t feel
confident telling him.

Potential Casting Options  Manolo Cardona (think Gael Garcia Barnal or Diego Luna)

Apollo

POSSIBLE CAST - Aaron Taylor Johnson-
Nocturnal Animals, Winter Soldier



Has never had what you would call a normal life. Abuse in a small town is one thing… but somehow when
he moves into the city, something turns in him. Something clicks off and a new set of rules settle in. He
isn’t quite right anymore, and never again. He’s bound to a charge of his own creation, which he believes
is the key to his power. In short he has to pass on the pain he lives with to purge it from himself.

Detective Murphy

Experienced, world weary, and alone, Murphy can’t help but think of Alex like his own daughter, nearly
the same age, who is reentering his life after years of estrangement. Traditional but increasingly cynical
about a system that seems inadequate to handle modern complexity, he’s torn between his duty as an
officer and his desire to see justice done.

Potential Casting Options  Joe Pantelone, Jeffrey Wright

Dana

The love interest… the impetus for Alex to descend deeper into her quest. She’s broke up, she’s
confused, she’s resigned to a kind of dull pain and sarcasm at same. She’s also wildly alive in a way that
Alex is drawn to. In the end, its too much for her to handle.

DETECTIVE 
MURPHY

Experienced, world weary, 
and alone, Murphy can’t 
help but think of Alex like 
his own daughter, nearly 
the same age, who 
disappeared after an 
unspeakable trauma.  
Committed but increasingly 
cynical about a system 
that seems inadequate 
to handle modern 
complexity, he’s torn 
between his duty as an 
officer and his desire to 
see justice done.

Has never had what you would call a normal life. Abuse in a small town is one thing… but somehow when
he moves into the city, something turns in him. Something clicks off and a new set of rules settle in. He
isn’t quite right anymore, and never again. He’s bound to a charge of his own creation, which he believes
is the key to his power. In short he has to pass on the pain he lives with to purge it from himself.

Detective Murphy

Experienced, world weary, and alone, Murphy can’t help but think of Alex like his own daughter, nearly
the same age, who is reentering his life after years of estrangement. Traditional but increasingly cynical
about a system that seems inadequate to handle modern complexity, he’s torn between his duty as an
officer and his desire to see justice done.

Potential Casting Options  Joe Pantelone, Jeffrey Wright

Dana

The love interest… the impetus for Alex to descend deeper into her quest. She’s broke up, she’s
confused, she’s resigned to a kind of dull pain and sarcasm at same. She’s also wildly alive in a way that
Alex is drawn to. In the end, its too much for her to handle.

POSSIBLE CAST - Joe Pantalone-
The Sopranos, The Matrix

Jeffrey Wright - Syriana, Hunger Games



The love interest... the 
impetus for Alex to descend 
deeper into her quest. She’s 
broke up, she’s confused, 
she’s resigned to a kind of 
dull pain and sarcasm at 
same. She’s also wildly alive 
in a way that Alex is drawn 
to. In the end, its too much 
for her to handle.

Has never had what you would call a normal life. Abuse in a small town is one thing… but somehow when
he moves into the city, something turns in him. Something clicks off and a new set of rules settle in. He
isn’t quite right anymore, and never again. He’s bound to a charge of his own creation, which he believes
is the key to his power. In short he has to pass on the pain he lives with to purge it from himself.

Detective Murphy

Experienced, world weary, and alone, Murphy can’t help but think of Alex like his own daughter, nearly
the same age, who is reentering his life after years of estrangement. Traditional but increasingly cynical
about a system that seems inadequate to handle modern complexity, he’s torn between his duty as an
officer and his desire to see justice done.

Potential Casting Options  Joe Pantelone, Jeffrey Wright

Dana

The love interest… the impetus for Alex to descend deeper into her quest. She’s broke up, she’s
confused, she’s resigned to a kind of dull pain and sarcasm at same. She’s also wildly alive in a way that
Alex is drawn to. In the end, its too much for her to handle.

DANA

POSSIBLE CAST - Alexis Bledel-
Sin City, The Handmaid's Tale

Alexandra Chelaru - Sole Proprietor, 
Mysteries at the Castle



 towards Apollo, and others at the hands of the PHIL, the powerful broadway producer, who
plays sick games with the lives and dreams of aspiring broadway players.

Alex must overcome her fear of death and failure before a showdown with the kingpin of
sexual violence under America’s big stage. She must decide once and for all whether to trust
the system that has failed her or if she has what it takes to close the cycle of violence once and
for all.

Initial Production Team

Writer/ Director  Adam Parr
Writer/ Producer  Kathryn Wallace
Producer  Rakhee Jethwa
Producer  Scott Coscia
Camera  Alex Salahi
Wardrobe  Amanda Deprez
VFX  Gecko, London

Characters

Alex

Beautiful, Intelligent, innocent, and a fundamentally happy person. Not entirely naive but believes the
good in people. Her career and advancement largely unsuccessful...but her soul is in tact. As she

towards Apollo, and others at the hands of the PHIL, the powerful broadway producer, who
plays sick games with the lives and dreams of aspiring broadway players.

Alex must overcome her fear of death and failure before a showdown with the kingpin of
sexual violence under America’s big stage. She must decide once and for all whether to trust
the system that has failed her or if she has what it takes to close the cycle of violence once and
for all.

Initial Production Team

Writer/ Director  Adam Parr
Writer/ Producer  Kathryn Wallace
Producer  Rakhee Jethwa
Producer  Scott Coscia
Camera  Alex Salahi
Wardrobe  Amanda Deprez
VFX  Gecko, London

Characters

Alex

Beautiful, Intelligent, innocent, and a fundamentally happy person. Not entirely naive but believes the
good in people. Her career and advancement largely unsuccessful...but her soul is in tact. As she

One of the most feared and 
powerful figures on 
Broadway, Mr. No has built 
an empire. But like so many 
powerful men... the bright 
lights and beauty might 
prove to be a masquerade 
for something much darker. 

    .NO MR 

POSSIBLE CAST - Paul Ben-Victor-
Entourage, The Wire

Will Sasso- Hawaii 5-0



XXXXXX Vicious is a unique psychological thriller about a 
beautiful young broadway singer turned ruthless vigilante- 
blazing a path to revenge in a desperate attempt to save 
her sanity.  At once terrifying and electrifying, think Kill Bill 
meets Seven in the dark underbelly of Broadway.  Vicious
takes an unflinching look at sexual violence- one of our
most enduring human afflictions- through the lens of an 

intoxicating and desperate hero. XXXXXX
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VICIOUS




